
Here at Invicta, we hold vast quantities of standard FEM and bar type forks. We also manufacture 
bespoke forks to suit a variety of OEM machines. 

In a situation where a fork is in service but needs attention, which has been identified through either a 
routine Thorough Examination or by the operator, we 
can carry out a full repair service – including retesting 
as well as collection and redelivery.

Like the full roller forks, these are found on the large 
capacity machines and are of a far simpler and more 
cost-effective design. Full drawings and mounting 
configurations are held to simplify fork identification 
and ensure fast and efficient quote processing. 
They are commonly known in the material handling 
market by the abbreviated term ‘T West’.

We hold standard FEM forks in vast quantities to allow 
for quick deliveries or VOR situations for counterbalance 
and reach truck machines. Our stock ranges from;  
C2-C4 in both A and B configurations, and narrow aisle 
type machines, ranging from 2000kg to 8000kg and 
900mm to 2400mm in length. We also in stock bar type 
forks to suit a variety of telehandler machines - JCB, 
Manitou, and Merlo to name a few.

Forks
A selection of Invicta forks

This type of fork is commonly found on a Kalmar or 
SVE machine. Each fork has four top bearing and two 
bottom rollers, with a bottom hanger and hydraulic 
fork position spigots. These are made to order, but 
with a short lead time due to our comprehensive blank 
stock holding. In certain situations, we are able to reuse 
all the existing fork furniture and transfer these to new 
fork blanks to meet a client’s budget.

TERMINAL WEST FORKSSTANDARD FEM FORKS

FULL ROLLER FORKS



The name is in the title, there are never two of the same. 
The bespoke nature of these could be the furniture, the 
blade arrangement or a mixture of both. The pair of 
forks in the image were a set of rear cranked forks, bar 
mounted, with a folding blade fitted to a JCB wheeled 
loader for an MOD contract. In these instances, we 
require either a full working drawing (which we can 
assist with) or a sample fork to use as a template.

Throughout their life, forklift forks receive inevitable wear 
and tear which can result in them requiring repairs. This 
could come in the form of a tip misalignment, collapsed 
bearings or simply general wear and tear which doesn’t 
justify full replacement. Our service includes; collection 
of the forks, MPI of both fork and furniture, quoted repair 
work, retesting and delivery back to site in a relatively 
short lead time. Two repair jobs are never the same so 
request a quote to find out more.

BESPOKE FORKS FORK REPAIRS 

Lifting equipment and accessories, such 
as access platforms, must be inspected for 
safety every 6 months. Our Consolidated Fork 
Truck Services (CFTS) Inspector attends your 
site and leaves you with a report of thorough 
examination, including the next inspection  
date, as required under LOLER.

Stay LOLER compliant with 
Thorough Examinations
Our service keeps the process simple 

GOT A QUESTION?

Call our team on 0113 277 1222  
or email sales@invicta-attachments.co.uk 


